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GTCC.4.SS.1 The student will compare and contrast the characteristics of the major regions of 

the United States – politically, geographically, physically and climatically on 
maps.  (S3B4#2) Geography K [EU 1, 4,5] 

GTCC.4.SS.2 The student will analyze ways in which regions are connected through daily 
current events. (S1B4#2) Geography, Sociology  [EU 1,4,5] 

GTCC.4.SS.3 The student will recognize and differentiate between the regions of the US and 
give examples of natural and man-made systems. (S3B4#2,3)(South, Corn Belt) 
Geography  [EU 3,4,5,7] 

GTCC.4.SS.4 The student will examine cultures and analyze why people view and relate to 
places, regions, and issues in different ways. (S1B4#1,2) (S2B4#5,6) (S4B4#6,7) 
(S6B4#1,2,3,4,6) Sociology   [EU 1,2,3,4,5,] 

GTCC.4.SS.5 The student will interpret maps and other sources of data.  (S3B4#1,2,5,6) 
(S4B4#2) Geography   [EU 4,5] 

GTCC.4.SS.6 The student will identify and evaluate examples of human impacts on the 
environment.  (S1B4#3) (S3B4#7) (S4B4#1) (S6B4#1,2,3) Geography, 
Sociology  [EU 3,5] 

GTCC.4.SS.7 The student will compare and contrast characteristics of populations in various 
regions. (collect data/graph) (S3B4#5,7) (S4B4#2,7) (S6B4#4) Geography, 
Sociology   [ EU 1,4,5 ] 

GTCC.4.SS.8 The student will analyze the factors leading to migration patterns throughout the 
regions.  (S1B4#2) (S3B4#4) (S4B4#1,7) Geography, Sociology, U.S. History    
[EU 1,5] 

GTCC.4.SS.9 The student will examine and discuss cultural effects on a region such as customs 
and holidays with understanding and tolerance.  (S2B4#5) (S4B4#3,6,7) 
(S6B4#2,4) Geography, Sociology, U.S. History  [EU 1,2,3,4,6] 

GTCC.4.SS.10 The student will identify regional economics and interpret interdependence. 
(industries, major grain belts, forests) (S5B4#1,2,4,5) Economics, Geography    
[EU 3,4,5] 
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GTCC.4.SS.11 The student will compare and contrast the role of geography in the past, present, 
and future. (S3B4#6) (S4B4#1) Geography, Sociology, U.S. History, 
Anthropology   [EU  1,3,4,5,6] 

GTCC.4.SS.12 The student will use reference materials to locate, gather, evaluate, differentiate, 
and compile information for reports.  (S1B4#1,2) (S2B4#7) (S4B4#2,5,7) 
(S5B4#6) (S6B4#5) Geography, Sociology  [EU 1,2,3,4,5,6,7] 

GTCC.4.SS.13 The student will classify the 50 states and capitals.  (S3B4#2) Geography                      

GTCC.4.SS.14 The student will defend the foundation and purpose of democratic government.  
(S2B4#1,2,3,4) (S4B4#4) Civics, U.S. History   
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